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Write the number of your group on your exam sheet. This exam is composed of 3 independent exercises.
Each function must be written in Python, you should give the utilization constraints for each function, but the
complete documentation and the doctests are not asked, except for question 2 of exercise 3.

Exercice 1 Code understanding
For each of the following instructions or sequences of instructions, write what will be shown on the screen,
or write “error” if you think that it gives an error (explain the reason for this error).

1. print("9 == 9")
2. nb3 == 33

print(nb3)
3. print("12" == " 12")
4. print(6 + -7)
5. print(type("2"))
6. print("4" * 2)

7. a = 2
b = 8
a = b
b = b + 1
print(a)

8. print("Bonjour !\nComment allez-vous ?")
9. print(len(""))
10. print(11 // 2)

Exercice 2 Roulette (casino game)

Roulette is a casino game named after the French word meaning little wheel. In the game, players may
choose to place bets on either a single number or on a type of number : odd, even, high (between 19 and 36),
or low (between 1 and 18).

To determine the winning number, a croupier spins the wheel in one direction, then spins the ball in the
opposite direction around a tilted circular track running around the circumference of the wheel. The ball
falls into one of the 37 colored and numbered pockets on the wheel. (source : Wikipedia)

The pockets of the roulette wheel are numbered from 0 to 36, alternately red and black, except 0 that is
green. Bets are possible on the following places :

— any integer number between 1 and 36
— Low : a bet that the number will be in the range from 1 to 18
— High : a bet that the number will be in the range from 19 to 36
— Even : a bet that the number will be even
— Odd : a bet that the number will be odd

Question 1 Define a function (a predicate) is_low taking as a parameter a number, that returns True if it is
Low and False otherwise (so it is High).

>>> is_low(2)
True

>>> is_low(35)
False

Question 2 Define a function (a predicate) is_odd taking as a parameter a number, that returns True if it is
Odd and False otherwise (so it is Even).

>>> is_odd(2)
False

>>> is_odd(35)
True
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Question 3 Define the function spin that simulates the spin of a ball and that returns a random integer between
0 et 36.

>>> spin()
11

>>> spin()
19

Question 4 Define a function ask_amount that asks the player to enter the amount he wants to bet and that
returns an integer that represents this amount.

Question 5 Define a function ask_place that asks the player to enter the place he wants to bet and that returns
the string entered by the user. This string can only be one of the following (it is assumed that the user doesn’t
enter another value) :

— any integer between 1 and 36
— ’Low’
— ’High’
— ’Even’
— ’Odd’

Question 6 Define the function calculate_payout taking as parameters the result of the spin of a ball (the
winning number), the place chosen by the player and the amount of his bet, that returns the payout. The payout
are not cumulative and are the following :

— 36 times the amount if the winning number is the same as the number chosen by the player
— 2 times the amount if the type played (’Even’, ’Odd’, ’Low’ or ’High’) corresponds to that of the winning

number
— 1.5 the amount rounded up if the number chosen by the player and the winning number are both Odd or both

Even
— 1.5 the amount rounded to the bottom if the number chosen by the player and the winning number are both

Low or both High
— 0 in all other cases (the amount of the bet is lost)

Hint : in this exercise, if the string representing the bet is strictly less than 3 characters, the player played a
number. If it is equal to or longer than 3 characters, he played either ’Odd’, ’Even’, ’Low’ or ’High’.

>>> calculate_payout(6, "Even", 21)
42
>>> calculate_payout(6, "Odd", 21)
0
>>> calculate_payout(36, "High", 21)
42

>>> calculate_payout(5, "5", 20)
720
>>> calculate_payout(5, "6", 21)
31
>>> calculate_payout(5, "31", 21)
32

Question 7 Define a procedure play that simulates a round of the game. First, the player selects the place he
wants to bet on, and the amount of the bet. Then, the function simulates the spin of the ball. The result is shown
on the screen (example : 22 Even and High), with the payout of the user..
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Exercice 3 Julian Date
The aim of this exercise is to calculate a Julian Date (JD). The Julian date represents the number (and
fraction) of days elapsed since January 1st -4712 at midday. This particular date was determine by J.
Scaliger and is a reference point to determine the position of the Earth.

Question 1 Define a function hm2decimalt taking as parameters an integer h (representing a number of hours)
and an integer m (representing a number of minutes) that returns a float corresponding to the time h:m in decimal
format. In this format, 60 min corresponds to 1 unit, so 30 min corresponds to 0.5.

>>> hm2decimalt(0, 0)
0.0
>>> hm2decimalt(15, 0)
15.0

>>> hm2decimalt(15, 15)
15.25
>>> hm2decimalt(8, 17)
8.283333333333333

Question 2 Define a function signe taking as parameter a float f and that returns the float -1.0 if f is strictly
negative, and 1.0 otherwise. You will give the doctests for this function, with 3 examples.

The following formula can be used to calculate the Julian date (proposed by United State Naval Obser-
vatory).

JD = 367K + tronc+ I + 1721014 + obli

tronc = b(275M)/9c − b(7(K + b(M + 9)/12c))/4c

obli = UT/24− 0.5× signe(100K +M − 190002.5)

where K is the year (1801 <= K <= 2099), M the month number, I the day of month, and UT the universal
time in decimal format ; signe corresponds the signe function ; b and c extract the integer part of a float.

Question 3 Define a function julian_date taking in parameters :
— an integer year (representing a year),
— an integer month (representing the month number : 1 for January, . . . , 12 for December),
— an integer day (representing a day of month : 1, . . . , 31),
— an integer h (representing a number of hours),
— an integer m (representing a number of minutes),
and that returns the Julian date associated to the date day/month/year and to the universal time associated to
h:m.
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